
878 FUNCTIONS AND INSTINCTS.

The general functions of this Order are to check the

tendency to increase not only in their own Class, the Marn

malians, but in most of the other Classes of animals, more

particularly those which man has taken into alliance with

him, as cattle, and poultry, and game of every description.

But where his action is greatest, theirs is usually least;

and the most powerful devastators of the animal kingdom,

the lions and the tigers, are found in the warmest climates,

where nature is most prolific, and where man has not fully

established his dominion, in the trackless and burning

deserts of Libya, and. in the impenetrable forests and

jungles of India.

In more northern regions, the bears, the foxes, and other

Mammalians, are employed in this department, though the

former also eat roots and other vegetable substances,* and

thus in the wild countries of the north supply the place of

man, and keep the animal population under, and at a cer

tain-level, so that one may not encroach upon another. If

the matter is closely investigated, we shall find that God

has distributed and divided these predaceous animals to

every country, in measure and momentum, as every one had

need.

The necrophagous Mammalianst also, or those that

devour dead carcasses, such as the hyEenas, dogs, and similar

animals, are equally useful in removing infectious sub

stances, which in hot climates soon generate disease, and

are always disgusting objects, and exercise a very important

and beneficial function, devolved upon them by their

Creator; for if all the animals exercising this function were

removed from the earth, it would soon be depopulated, and.

a universal pestilence would destroy man, and all his subject
animals.

Order 7. The animals of this Order, though evidently
* Fn, Boreali Americ. i. 15, 23, 28. t Carnivora. Cuv.
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